We consider the problem of learning a certain type of lexical semantic knowledge that can be expressed as a binary relation between words, such as the so-called sub-categorization of verbs (a verb-noun relation) and the compound noun phrase relation (a noun-noun relation). Specically, we view this problem as an on-line learning problem in the sense of Littlestone's learning model [Lit88] in which the learner's goal is to minimize the total number of prediction mistakes. In the computational learning theory literature, Goldman, Rivest and Schapire [GRS93] and subsequently Goldman and Warmuth [GW93] have considered the on-line learning problem for binary relations R : X 2Y ! f0; 1g in which one of the domain sets X can be partitioned into a relatively small number of types, namely clusters consisting of behaviorally indistinguishable members of X. In this paper, we extend this model and suppose that both of the sets X, Y can be partitioned into a small number of types, and propose a host of prediction algorithms which are two-dimensional extensions of Goldman and Warmuth's weighted majority type algorithm proposed for the original model. We apply these algorithms to the learning problem for the`compound noun phrase' relation, in which a noun is related to another just in case they can form a noun phrase together. Our experimental results show that all of our algorithms out-perform Goldman and Warmuth's algorithm. We also theoretically analyze the performance of one of our algorithms, in the form of an upper bound on the worst case number of prediction mistakes it makes. 
Introduction
A major obstacle that needs to be overcome for the realization of a high quality natural language processing system is the problem of ambiguity resolution. It is generally acknowledged that some form of semantic knowledge is necessary for a successful solution to this problem. In particular, the so-called sub-categorization of verbs is considered essential, which asks which verbs can take which nouns as a subject, a direct object, or as any other grammatical role. A related form of knowledge is that of which nouns are likely to form compound noun phrases with which other nouns. These simple types of semantic knowledge can be expressed as a binary relation, or more in general an n-ary relation, between words. Since inputing such knowledge by hand is prohibitively expensive, automatic acquisition of such knowledge from large corpus data has become a topic of active research in natural language processing. (c.f. [PTL92, Per94]) In the computational learning theory literature, the problem of learning binary relations has been considered by Goldman et al [GRS93, GW93] , in the on-line learning model of Littlestone [Lit88] and various extensions thereof. Note that a binary relation R between sets X and Y can be thought of as a concept over the Cartesian product X 2Y , or a function from X 2 Y to f0; 1g dened by R(x; y) = 1 if and only if R holds between x 2 X and y 2 Y . Thus, Littlestone's on-line learning model for concepts can be directly adopted. Such a function can also be thought of as a matrix having value R(x; y) at row x and column y. Goldman et al assumed that the rows can be partitioned into a relatively small number of types', where any two rows x 1 ; x 2 2 X are said to be of the same type if they are behaviorally indistinguishable, i.e. R(x 1 ; y) = R(x 2 ; y) for all y 2 Y . This is a natural assumption in our current problem setting, as indeed similar nouns such as`man' and`woman' seem to be indistinguishable with regard, for example, to the subject-verb relation. Under this assumption, the learning problem can be basically identied with the problem of discovering the proper clustering of nouns in an on-line fashion. Indeed the weighted majority type algorithm proposed by Goldman and Warmuth for this problem ts this intuition. (This is the algorithm`LearnRelation(0)' in [GW93] , but in this paper we refer to it as WMP0.) Their algorithm keeps a`weight' w(x 1 ; x 2 ) representing the believed degree of similarity for any pair x 1 ; x 2 2 X, and at each trial predicts the label R(x; y) by weighted majority vote among all x 0 2 X such that it has already seen the correct label R(x 0 ; y), each weighted according to w(x; x 0 ). The weights are multiplicatively updated each time a mistake is made, reecting whether x 0 contributed positively or negatively to the correct prediction.
The above algorithm takes advantage of the similarities that exist within X, but does not make use of similarities that may exist within Y . In our current scenario, this may incurr a signicant loss. In the subject-verb relation, not only the nouns but the verbs can also be classied into types. For example, the verbs`eat' and`drink' are suciently similar that they basically allow the same set of nouns as their subject. Motivated by this observation, in this paper we propose extensions of WMP0, called 2-dimensional weighted majority prediction algorithms, which take advantage of the similarities that exist in both X and Y .
We propose two basic variants of 2-dimensional weighted majority prediction algorithms, WMP1 and WMP2. Both of these algorithms make use of a weight u(x 1 ; x 2 ) for each pair x 1 ; x 2 2 X (called thè row weights') and a weight v(y 1 ; y 2 ) for each pair y 1 ; y 2 2 Y (called the`column weights'). WMP1 makes the prediction on input (x; y) 2 X 2 Y by weighted majority vote over all past examples, with each pair weighted by the product of the corresponding row weight and column weight. It can thus make a rational prediction on a new pair (i; j), even if both i and j are unseen in the past. The row weights are updated trusting the column weights and viceversa. That is, after a prediction mistake occurs on (i; j), each row weight u(i; i ) contributed to the correct prediction for (i; j), and the sum of v(j; j 0 ) for the columns contributing to the wrong prediction. The more conservative of our two variants, WMP2, makes its predictions by majority vote over only the past examples in either the same row or in the same column as the current pair to be predicted. The weights are updated in a way similar to the update rule used in WMP0. We also use the following combination of these two algorithms, called WMP3. WMP3 predicts using the prediction method of WMP1, but updates its weights using the more conservative update rule of WMP2.
We apply all of these algorithms to on-line learning of lexical semantic knowledge, in particular to the problem of learning the`compound noun phrase' relation, namely the binary relation between nouns in which a noun is related to another just in case they can together form a compound noun phrase. We extracted two-word compound noun phrases from a large`tagged' corpus, and used them as training data for learning the relation restricted on those nouns that appear suciently frequently in the corpus. We also theoretically analyze the performance of one of our algorithms. In particular, we give an upper bound on the worst-case number of mistakes made by WMP2 on any sequence of trials, in Littlestone's on-line learning model. The bound we obtain is where n = jXj; m = jY j, k is the number of row types, and l is the number of column types. We note that this bound looks roughly like the weighted average of the bound shown by Goldman and Warmuth for WMP0(X), km + n p 3m log k, and that for WMP0(Y), ln + m p 3n log l, and thus tends to fall in between them. Finally, we tested all of our learning algorithms on randomly generated data for an articially constructed target relation. The results of this experimentation conrm the tendency of our earlier experiment that WMP1, WMP2 and WMP3 outperform all of WMP0(X), WMP0(Y), and its weighted majority WMP4, apparently contradicting the above mentioned theoretical ndings. Our interpretation of these results is that although in terms of the worst case mistake bounds, it is dicult to establish that our algorithms outperform the 1-dimensional algorithms, but in practice they seem to do better. As noted in Introduction, a binary relation R between sets X and Y is a concept over X2Y , or equivalently a function from X 2 Y to f0; 1g dened by R(x; y) = 1 if and only if R holds between x and y. In general, a learning problem can be identied with a subclass of the class of all concepts over a given domain. In this paper, we consider the subclass of all binary relations dened over nite sets X 2Y , in which both X and Y are classied into a relatively small number of`types.' Formally, we say that a binary relation R over X 2 Y is a (k; l)-relation, if there are at most k row types and l column types, namely R satises the following conditions.
There exist a partition P = fP i X : i = 1; :::; kg of X such that 8P i ; i = 1; :::; k 8x 1 ; x 2 2 P i 8y 2 Y [R(x 1 ; y) = R(x 2 ; y)]. There exist a partition Q = fQ j : j = 1; :::; lg of Y such that 8Q j ; j = 1; :::; l 8y 1 ; y 2 2 Q j 8x 2 X [R(x; y 1 ) = R(x; y 2 )].
Next, we describe the on-line learning model for binary relations. A learning session in this model consists of a sequence of trials. At each trial the learner is asked to predict the label of a previously unseen pair (x; y) 2 X 2 Y based on the past examples.
The learner is then presented with the correct label R(x; y) as reinforcement. A learner is therefore a function that maps any nite sequence of labeled examples and a pair from X 2Y , to a prediction value, 0 or 1. A learner's performance is measured in terms of the total number of prediction mistakes it makes in the worst case over all possible instance sequences exhausting the entire domain, i.e. X 2Y . When the total number of mistakes made by a learning algorithm, when learning a target relation belonging to a given class, is always bounded above by a certain function, of various parameters quantifying the complexity of the learning problem, such as jXj; jY j; k and l, then we say that that function is a mistake bound for that algorithm and that class. In this section, we give the details of all variants of 2-dimensional WMP algorithms informally described in Introduction, as well as the original 1-dimensional WMP algorithm of [GW93] . In the algorithm descriptions to follow, we use the following notation. We let R denote the target relation to be learned, and R(i; j) its label for (i; j). We let M denote thè observation matrix' obtained from the past trials. ). Finally, we use WMP0(X) to denote WMP0 using weights between pairs of members of X, and WMP0(Y) to denote WMP0 using weights between pairs of members of Y .
Algorithm WMP0(X) [GW93] (1-dimensional weighted majority prediction) Initialize all weights w(i; i 
Learning Lexical Semantic Knowledge
We performed experiments on the problem of learning the`compound noun phrase' relations. As training data, we used two-word compound noun phrases extracted from a large tagged corpus. The problem here is that although our learning algorithms make use of positive and negative examples, only positive examples are directly available in any corpus data.
To solve this problem, we make use of the notion of`association ratio,' which has been proposed and used by Church and Hanks [CH89] in the context of`corpus-based' natural language processing. The association ratio between x and y quanties the likelihood of co-occurrence of x and y, and is dened as follows. (All logarithms are to the base 2 in this 3 When we use WMP0 or WMP2 to predict a target relation which is`pure' in the sense [GW93] that it is exactly a (k; l)-binary relation for some small k and l, we can let = 0. In practice, however, it is likely that the target relation is almost a (k; l)-binary relation with a few exceptions. When learning such a relation, setting = 0 is too risky and it is better to use a more conservative setting, such as = 1 4 .
paper.) log P (x; y) P (x)P (y)
We wrote P (x), P (y) for the respective occurrence probability for x and y, and P (x; y) for the cooccurrence probability of x and y. In the actual experiments, we used pairs of nouns with association ratio greater than 0.5 as positive examples, and those with association ratio less than -4.5 as negative examples.
We now give a detailed description of our experiments. We extracted approximately 80,000 twoword noun phrases from the Penn Tree Bank tagged corpus consisting of 120,000 sentences. We then performed our learning experiments focusing on the 53 most frequently appearing nouns on the left and the 40 most frequently appearing nouns on the right. We show the entire lists of these nouns in Figures 1 and 2. We then obtained positive and negative examples for these 53240 pairs of nouns listed above from the corpus using association ratio, as described earlier in this section. There were 512 of these. Figure 3 shows several of these examples chosen arbitrarily from the 512 examples, paired with their association ratios.
In our experiments, we evaluated various prediction algorithms by the number of prediction mistakes they make on the training data obtained in the manner just described. More specically, using a random number generator, we obtained ten distinct random permutations of the 512 training data, and we tested and compared the number of prediction mistakes made by WMP1 through WMP4 as well as WMP0.
The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 4 . Figure 4 (a) shows how the cumulative prediction accuracy, i.e. the number of mistakes made up to that point divided by the number of trials, changes at various stages of a learning session, averaged over the ten sessions. Figure 4(b) , on the other hand, plots (the approximation of) the instantaneous prediction accuracy achieved at various stages in a learning session, again averaged over the ten sessions. More precisely, the value plotted at each trial is the average percentage of correct predictions in the last 50 trials (leading up to the trial in question).
Inspecting these experimental results reveals a certain denite tendency. That is, with respect to both the cumulative prediction accuracy (or equivalently the total number of prediction mistakes made), and the`instantaneous' prediction accuracy, all of the algorithms we propose outperform WMP0(X), WMP0(Y) and their weighted majority. It is worth noting that the instantaneous prediction accuracy achieved by our algorithms after 100 trials is already about 80 per cent and after 200 trials reaches about 85 per cent, and then levels o. This seems to indicate that after seeing only 5 to 10 per cent of the entire domain, they achieve the level of generalization that is close to the best possible for this particular problem, which we suspect is quite noisy.
Examining the nal settings of the weights, it did not appear as if our learning algorithms were discovering very clear clusters. Moreover, the nal weight settings of WMP1 and WMP2 were not particularly correlated, even though their predictive performances were roughly equal. In Figure 5 , we exhibit the nal settings of the column weights in WMP1 between the noun`stock' and some of the other column nouns, sorted in the decreasing order. Perhaps it makes sense that the weight between`stock' and maker' is set small, for example, but in general it is hard to say that a proper clustering has been discovered. Interestingly, however, its predictive performance is quite satisfactory.
We feel that these results are rather encouraging, considering (i) that the target relation is most likely not a pure (k; l)-relation for reasonably small k and l, and (ii) that among the nouns that were used in this experiment, there are not so many`related' ones, since we chose the 40 (or 53) most frequently occurring nouns in a given corpus.
Simulation Experiments with Articially Generated Data
We performed controlled experiments in which we tested all of our algorithms on articially generated data. We used as the target relation a`pure relation' dened over a domain of a comparable size to our earlier experiment (40 2 50), having 4 row types and 5 column types. In other words, the parameter setting we chose are n = 40; m = 50; k = 4, and l = 5. Each row and column type was equally sized (at 10). We tested our algorithms, plus WMP0(X), WMP0(Y), and WMP4 on ten randomly generated complete trial sequences, namely sequences of length 40 2 50. As before, Figure 6( These results seem to indicate that, at least for pure relations with reasonable number of types, all our algorithms, WMP1, WMP2 and WMP3, outperform WMP0(X), WMP0(Y) and their weighted majority, conrming the tendency observed in our earlier experiment on lexical semantic knowledge acquisition. Moreover, the learning curves obtained for the simulation experiments are quite close to those for the earlier experiment.
Our algorithms achieve about 93 per cent cumulative prediction accuracy at the end of a learning session. This means that roughly 20002 0:07 = 140 mistakes were made in total. How does this compare with theoretical bounds on the number of mistakes for these algorithms ? In a companion paper [NA95] , it is shown that a worst case number of mistakes for any algorithm learning a (k; l)-binary relation is at least kl + (n 0 k) log k + (m 0 l) log l. Plugging in the values n = 40; m = 50; k = 4, and l = 5, we obtain 216.1. So our algorithms seem to perform in practice even better than the theoretically best possible worst case behavior by any algorithm. In the next section, we show for WMP2 the mistake bound the tendency is clear. The bound for WMP2 is worse than the better of the bounds for WMP0(X) and WMP0(Y). In our experiments, this is not the case and our 2-dimensional extensions out-perform both WMP0(X) and WMP0(Y). Our feeling is that this does not necessarily mean that our mistake bound can be improved drastically. Rather, these ndings seem to cry for the need of theoretical analysis of typical behavior of these algorithms, perhaps in some form of average case analysis. and thus tends to be in between the two bounds. We add that we have not been able to prove a rigorous mistake bound for WMP1. We expect that in fact no non-trivial worst case mistake bound for WMP1 exists. (Proof) We need the following denitions and notation. Let n p denote the number of rows of type p and let m q denote the number of columns of type q. Let r p denote the number of mistakes made in row type p, and let c q denote the number of mistakes made in column type q. We then let denote the total number of mistakes, i.e., = P k p=1 r p = P l q=1 c q .
We write E r p for the set of all edges between two rows of type p 2 f1; :::; kg, and E c q for the set of all edges between two columns of type q 2 f1; :::; lg. We write e r i1i2 for the edge between row i 1 and row i 2 , and e c j 1 j 2 the edge between column j 1 and column j 2 . Extending the notion of`force' used in the proof of Theorem 4 in [GW93] , for each prediction mistake made, say in predicting (i; j), we dene the row force of the mistake to be the number of rows i 0 of the same type as i for which R(i 0 ; j) was known at the time of the prediction. Let F r p denote the sum of the row forces of all mistakes made in row type p. We dene the column force of a mistake analogously, and let F c q denote the sum of column forces of mistakes made in column type q.
The theorem is proved using the following two lemmas. The lemma now follows easily from these two inequalities and Jensen's inequality.
2
The following analogues for inequality (4) in [GW93] for the row and column forces can be readily shown. The theorem follows immediately from this.
6 Concluding Remarks
We have presented 2-dimensional extensions of the weighted majority prediction algorithm of [GW93] for binary relations, and applied them to the problem of learning the`compound noun phrase' relation. A common approach to this problem in natural language processing makes use of some a priori knowledge about the noun clusters, usually in the form of a thesaurus. (c.f. [Res92] .) Our algorithms make no use of such knowledge. Another common approach is the statistical clustering approach (c.f. [PTL92] ), which views the clustering problem as the maximum likelihood estimation of a word co-occurrence distribution. Such an approach is based on a sound theory of statistics, but is often computational intractable as the clustering problem is NP-complete even in the 1-dimensional case. Our formulation of this problem as an on-line learning problem of deterministic binary relations gives rise to algorithms that are especially simple and ecient. Our algorithms seem to somehow bypass having to explicitly solve the clustering problem, and yet achieve reasonably high predictive performance. Note also that our upper bound on the worst case number of mistakes made by WMP2 relies on no probabilistic assumption on the input data. In the future, we would like to apply our algorithms on other related problems, such as that of learning verb sub-categorization relations.
